
 

Standout Performance by St. Andrew's Swimmers at DISC Tournament 

Liz Torrey, Feb 2 2016 

On Saturday, February 6th, the St. Andrew's swim team dominated the Delaware Independent School  

Conference swimming tournament, with St. Andrew's boys winning the men's half of the conference meet, 

and the girls placing second in their competition. Swimmers from schools all over the region—Tatnall,  

Sanford, Westtown, Wilmington Friends and Tower Hill—converged on St. Andrew's Genereaux Aquatics 

Center, which hosted the meet. 

As the time for competition drew near, St. Andrew's coaches knew they had a good shot of taking the day. 

Their teams were seasoned, dedicated and well prepared. But when the races were over and the last  

swimmers were out of the water, even they were taken aback at how well they had faired. 

"The boys just dominated," said Coach Mark Hammond. "They almost doubled-up the overall score of  

Tower Hill, the meet's second-place finisher." 

In a day filled with standout swimming, one of the most noteworthy events on the boy's side was the 200  

Meter Freestyle. "We were going in sure that Xander Geiersbach '16 would win," Hammond continued. 

"He'd just been swimming so well in the lead up." But what Hammond and other coaches could not have  

predicted, however, was Colin Campbell '17 and Keegan Pando '17 both turning in their best performances 

ever—on the same day, in the same race. "We knew they each had a shot at a medal," Hammond said, but the 

swimmers, seated 3rd and 5th respectively, exceeded all expectations, pulling ahead in the event's final  

seventy-five meters to secure a St. Andrew's sweep: medals in first, second and third. 

The girls' team also turned in a great performance. One of the day's top performers was Caroline Fry '16, who 

won both the 200 and 500 Meter freestyle races. "Everyone [in Delaware swimming] knows Caroline,"  

Hammond said. "The top girls swimmers just stay out of her events—they know it's no use." This confidence 

boosting intimidation factor notwithstanding, Hammond was proud to see Fry continue to swim her hardest 

and give it her all. "She showed everybody they were right to stay out of those events," he said. 

Other top swimmers on the girl's end came from V Former Caitlin Cobb, who placed first in the 200 Meter 

Individual Medley and second in 100 Meter Freestyle; and IV Former Ryan Schutt, who swam through an 

injury and who Hammond referred to as "the constant performer." 

"It was a top to bottom day," Hammond said. Overall, the team shaved 250 minutes from last year's meet, 

and turned in an exceptional 52 personal best performances. 

Other outstanding swimmers included Will Gray '18, Alec Huang '16, Addison Dolido '17, Wilson Archie '18 

and Abigail Hummel '18. 

This season marks a transition for St. Andrew's swimming. After many years of coaching, Hammond has 

passed the mantle of head coach to Richard Samulski. When asked how the new coach was settling in,  

Hammond was more than complimentary. 

"Richard's a natural coach. He's got so much experience, and he's doing a great job. The transition has been 

seamless. His workouts are so creative, so interesting. I look back on the workouts I did as a high school 

swimmer—I would've killed to have a coach like him." 


